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VOLUME XXXVII, NUMBER 13

HARDING COLLEGE, SEARCY, ARKANSAS

FEBRUARY 14, 1963

w0 r Id-Fa
med 0 r g a n is t Thirteen Receive
•
College Degrees

Here Friday for Lyceum .~":=,~ro::rrc~~;:.:'~
Richard Ellsasser, hailed by ,
press critics as "the Paganini of
the concert organ," "the celebrated fire-brand of the organ," and
"the greatest organist of this
generation," presents part of his
extensive repertoire tomorrow
night at 8 p.m. in the college
auditorium.
His program is the fifth in Harding's 1962-63 Lyceum series.
At 36, Ellsasser has a long list
of accomplishments behind him
to affirm the praises he is given
by critics and capacity-filled
audiences the world over.
100 Concerts Planned
This season alone, he will personally perform for approximately 200,000 persons in 100 concerts. His tour includes most of
the 50 states, Canada, Mexico
South and Central America and
Europe. In addition, thousands
will hear him on radio and television.
Ellsasser is the youngest person in history to memorize and
perform the 250 organ works of
Bach. Although this is his bestknown accomplishment, he has
also received recognition for composing. In 1946, his ballet composition, "Greenwich Village,"
won him the Henry Levitt Award.
Ellsasser has conducted Eastern symphony orchestras, including the Boston Symphony,
and he is credited with bringing
to popularity the almost-forgotten art of improvisation.

OCAPA To Discuss
Mental Health Problem
"Fifty percent of our nation's
hospital beds are occupied by
mental patients. The situation of
mental health is of increasing
concern to all responsible citizens. OCAPA intends to explore
the nature of the 'mental health
menace' at its coming meeting."
With these words the president of the Organization for
Conservative Academic and Political Action, Hollis Black, announced that all interested Harding students are invited to attend OCAPA's coming meeting on
Monday, Feb. 18th. This meeting
will be held at 1:30 p.m. in room
114 of the American Studies
building.
Bob Rader, organization vice
president, has commented that:
"Membership in OCAPA should
be considered by all who are interested in learning more about
the various problems facing the
nation, both international and
domestic. We would like to meet
other students who share this
interest," he said.

'and Who's Who in Music.
Ellsasser has provided music
for movies made by leading film
companies. His talents have been
1
used by Warner Brothers, MGM,
RKO and 20th Century Fox. He
has made recordiings for MGM
and RCA Victor, and he has more
I long-playing records than any
' other organist in the world.
Ellsasser, who resides in Hollywood, is renowned for his exceptional pedal work at the
organ. One of the most popular
pieces he plays is Rimsky-Korsafoff's "Flight of the Bumblebee,"
which is played almost entirely
with the feet.
Large Repertoire
With over 500 memorized
works, he has the largest repertoire of any living organist. He
usually provides the sponsor of
his concert with a list of the
Richard Ellsasser
works, thus allowing the sponsor
Often in his concerts he is to choose the program.
handed, in a sealed envelope, a
Ellsasser, whose father was the
piece consisting of four to eight head of a music conservatory in
measures, and he expands it into Cleveland, Ohio, was discovered
a full-length concert piece at to have perfect pitch at the age
sight, having never seen it be- of two. His public appearances at
piano began at the age of seven
fore.
Most Popular Organist
when he performed with leading
For three consecutive years he Eastern symphonies.
has been voted by 800,000 radio
He graduated from high school
and televisions editors as one of when he was 14. He then attendthe three most popular living ed Oberlin and Baldwin Wallace
organists in the world, along Colleges, receiving his B.S. dewith E. Power Boggs and Alex- gree in music from the latter
ander Schreiner. He is also listed at age 17. He later received his
in the Who's Who Historical M.S. in theology from the UniSociety of Los Angeles County versity of Southern California.

January, according to information released this week by Joe
Pryor, Dean of Students.
Louis Boykin, journalism major
is at home in Pine Bluff, Ark.
Two business administration majors have gone to the North: John
Eshelman, Dearborn, Mich. and
Jerry Hughes, East Chicago, Ill.
William E. D a v i s, social
science major from Searcy, has
entered the U. S. Air Force Officer Candidate School. Philip
Hall, another social science major
is at Mayfield, Ky., Karen Fry,
P. E. major, is in Lake City, Ark.
Donna Knapp, math and chemistry major, received an assistantship at LSU and is now at
Baton Rouge. Jane Hulett, speech
major, is teaching at Pocahontas,
Ark. Pat McGee, Bible major, is
still preaching at Clinton, Ark.,
where he suceeded another Harding graduate, Charles Martin,
last fall.
Bill Friley, of Port Huron,
Mich., majored in Bible, also.
Three others are now teaching:
Nadine Tyler, Hornersville, Mo.;
Linda P r i t ch e t t, elementary
school at East Prairie, Mo.; and
Charles Sheumaker, junior high
math at Truman, Ark.

Once again Harding students and a women's division for dehave the opportunity of revealing bate if a minimum of four teams
hidden speech talents by partici- are entered in each division.
Otherwise the divisions will be
pating in the Annual Speech Arts combined. Students who are preTournament set for March 4-5. sently engaged in intercollegiate
The tourney is sponsored by debating are not eligible for this
Harding's Department of Speech event.
in cooperation with men's and
Two to four contestants may
women's social clubs.
enter the scenes 'divisions. Scenes
Any undergraduate or full-time must last from eight to 12 minstudent who is entered by his utes a,.nd be selected from a one
or her social club _is eligible for or three-act play.
Individual events include inthe contest. The only stipulation is that the student must terpretation of prose, interpretahave been active in the club one tion of poetry, pantomine, dramatic monologue, Bible reading,
semester prior to the contest.
This year the contest is divid- entertaining speech, extemporaned into three categories, debate, eous speech, original speech,
radio speech, short sermon and
scenes and individual events.
Bible story telling.
Students not belonging to a
The popular extempo~aneous
social club may enter as an in- speeches have a six minute time
dependent.
limit. Students who wish to enter
The debate topic is "Resolved this event should start doing
that the trisemester plan should research on the ' subject, "The
be adapted by American colleges College Crisis." Since students
and universities."
1 have to select one topic out of
There will be a men's division t three and then prepare a speech

to be presented shortly thereafter beforehand research is
necessary.
Trophies are awarded to the
clubs compiling the highest number of points. Any club which
wins a trophy three consecutive
years is allowed to keep it.
Competition is expected to be
keen this year as clubs seek to
capture honors claimed by the
Mohican and Lambda Sigma
men's clubs last year. Mahicans
now have permanent possession
of a Woodson Armstrong Sweepstakes Trophy and a new one will
be awarded this year.
Mohicans also have possession
of the Pi Kappa Delta Forensics
Trophy and are sharing the Alpha
Psi Omega Dramatic Arts Trophy with Lambda Sigma.
Students and clubs entering
the contest must fill out a registration blank. It is to be turned
in to Doyle Ward, Room 301,
Administration Building, Feb. 28
by 4:30 p.m. Late entries will
not be accepted.

Composer George Lynn Set
To Conduct Music Festival
The Arkansas Intercollegiate
In 1950 he moved to Denver
Choral Association spring festival where he took the position of
takes place on the Harding cam- lecturer in music and humanities
pus this Saturday with George at the University of Colorado
Lynn as guest conductor.
and lecturer on sacred music
Lynn, a contemporary Ameri- at Iliff Theology Seminary.
can composer, has dedicated sevKenneth Davis, Jr., studied
eral of his works to the Harding under Lynn when he was a stuA Cappella Chorus and to Ken- dent at Westminster.
neth Davis, director.
Lynn is a member of the
These include "The Sacred American Society of Composers,
Symphony," a major choral pro- Authors and Publishers and the
duction requiring 18 minutes for American Guild of Organists. His
complete performance and " I choral compositions are now beWaited Patiently for the Lord." ing published by at least 12 firms.
Gets Degree from Harding
Dr. Lynn will work with the
In 1959 he was awarded an college group Saturday and will
honorary Doctor of Law degree 1 present a concert with them in
by Harding College. Lynn was 1 the college auditorium at 7 :30
'{raduated from Princeton Uni-' p.m. Approximately 350 people
1
versity with the Master of Fine will attend from about eight
~rts degree. For a period after- Arkansas colleges.
·vards he taught voice, conduct'ng and organ at Westminster
";hair College.

I
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A preaching appointment in Palestine or Antioch
may seem far removed from Harding College, but two
Harding students are assigned to preach there every Sunday. (Palestine and Antioch, Ark., of course) Seventy-one

Annual Speech Arts Tournament
Slated for Early Part of March

Here once before

?pportunities Available
~or Students To Work
in Government Service

138 Students and. Teachers
Fill Preaching Appointments
men students and 56 members of
the faculty travel within a radius most unusual are Oil Trough,
of 150 miles each week to preach. Success, Bowlingville, Possum
This includes the states of Ark- Grape, Moody and Harmony.
ansas and Missouri.
Varied Vocations
Not all of the Bible majors
138 Preach Regularly
enrolled in Harding immediately
Sixty-seven o th er students after graduating from high school.
have expressed a desire to preach Some had businesses of their
but cannot because of limited own and came from an array of
openings. Last semester 130 stu- vocations such as aircraft mechdents had regular preaching as- anics, automobile mechanics and
signments. This semester there electronics. One student was even
are 138.
a professional bowler.
Many have preached for sevA total of 108 students are majoring or minoring in Bible or a eral years before entering Harrelated field . This includes 83 ding and others commute to clasBible majors, 19 Bible minors ses while engaged in full-time
and six Biblical language majors. preaching. The students are makThe towns in which these men ing various plans for the future.
preach have many interesting Many plan to do graduate work
and varied names. Some of the or go to some foreign field.

Composer George Lynn and Harding's Ken Davis look through
some musical scores during Lynn's last visit on campus.

Fred Lemmon

Lemmon Accepted
Into Med School

Representatives of the federal
';ivil Service Commission will be
:n the placement office all day
•.omorrow, Dr. W. L. Roy Well1)0rne announced today.
[ Any students interested in
">ossible government service care~rs should make an apointment
'¥ith the placement office to talk
to these men.
Junior and senior women in~erested in the possibility of g-et~ing a commission in the W ACs
<>hould keep in mind that WAC
Lt. Margaret M. Bodron will be
in the placement office on Friday, February 22.
Don Humphries of Great Bend,
Kans., will be on campus next
Wednesday, Feb. 20, rather than
Feb. 13 as was previously announced. He is interested in trying to get Christian teachers to
move to that area.

Fred LeRoy Lemmon, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Lemmon,
Stoney Point, has been unani·mously accepted by the Committee of Admissions of the University of Missouri School of Medicine into their graduating class of
1967.
According to Vernon E. Wilson,
M.D., dean
director of
the
school, Lemmons was selected on
"his demonstration excellence in
character, personality and scholastic ability." Lemmon has had
"straight A's" in his major field
at Harding .
Lemmon is a senior biology
major at Harding. He is a member of the Frater Sodalis men's
social club, Pi Kappa Delta, national honorary debate fraternity
and has been a member of the
freshmen and sophomore class
senates. In the 1962 Intramural
Speech Arts Tournament he
won first place in oratory.
He was graduated as valedictorian of his Cassville High
School class in 1960. He immediately started to Harding in the
summer and has gone straight
through to finish in three years.
Some of his many high school
honors included a Math Medal
in 1960 for the outstanding
mathematics graduate and membership in the National Honor
Society. He was a band letterman for three years.
He married the former Caro!
Lee Albritton in August, 1962.
She was a Harding student from
Paducah, Ky.
He will enter the University of
Missouri in September, 1963.

4.llen is Guest Speaker
For Bible Lectureship
Jimmy Allen, Bible professor
at Harding, was featured in the
27th annual Bible lectureship
program at Freed-Hardeman College, Henderson, Tenn.
Allen spoke in the evening
services on the subject of the
"Great Commission."

Three Men Named
To Drama Society
Tom Reppart, Dalton Eddleman and Carl Heffington were
recently initiated into the Eta
Omega chapter of Alpha Psi
Omega, national honorary dramatics fraternity at Harding.
Reppart, sophomore Bible and
English major from Newcomerstown, Ohio, has acted in several
drama productions, playing Ben
in "Death of a Salesman", Uncle
Henri in "My Three Angels", Uncle Tom in the pantomime 'Little
House of Uncle Thomas" in "The
King and I'', and will appear as
Rudolph in "The Matchmaker".
He has been a member of Campus Players for a year.
E'd dleman, sophomore B i b 1 e
and speech major from Marianna,
Ark., portrayed Happy in "Death
of a Salesman" and George in
the pantomime "Little House of
Uncle Thomas" in "The King and
I", and will appear in "The
Matchmaker" next week.
Heffington, junior speech major from Little Rock, was King
Arthur in "A Connecticut Yankee
in King Athur's Court", handled
publicity for
"The Miser". All
three men have appeared in several one-act plays.
Campus Players,
local honorary dramatics organization, initiated 12 new members last
Thursday in formal ceremonies in
the small auditorium.

Dre Benson in Dallas Raising Funds:
Spent Earlier Part of Week in Ohio
Dr. George S. Benson, Harding's busy president, has spent
the past few days traveling
about the country and he is now
in Dallas where he will remain
until the end of this week.
Following several interviews
after chapel last Saturday morning, Benson flew to Longview,
Tex., where he spoke at the regular noon meeting of the Sertoma club. He returned later in
the day so he could be on hand
for the Sunday morning Bible
class.
In Ohio Monday
Monday he was featured twice
as a speaker at a regional meeting of the Foreman's Club at
Dayton, Ohio. He was scheduled
to speak to the Ohio manage· ment group at luncheon and
again at 4 p.m.
On Tuesday he attended the
premiere showing of a new film
at Houston. The intriguing title

of the film which will be distributed by the National Education
Program is "The Apacratan,"
built from the three words, "apathy, democrat and republican."
The big Harding luncheon in
Dallas was held yesterday. It
was sponsored by the president
of the Republic National Bank.
At the meeting Dr. Benson explained the past, present and
future of Harding College to 100
guests at luncheon on the top
floor of the bank building.
In Dallas
He plans to spend the remainder of the week in Dallas making
personal calls in the area in the
interest of the Greater Harding
campaign which is now in progress.
The campaign, which will last
through 1963, is for the purpose
of $2,000,000 in new buildings of
which $1,700,000 will be built on
the campus in Searcy.
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Digest Writers
Tell How Castro

How we see it

Took Over Cuba

Valentine's Day Inspires Lines
On Campus Dateless Situation

Despite Fidel Castro's ini~ial
claim that his Cuban revolut10n
was democratic, it was actually
Since Valentine's Day is in the news this week,
an organized communist takeand since Harding students (mostly the female popuover from the very beginning.
lation) are constantly complaining about the d~ting
The master plan for painting
situation on this campus, it seems that this is an
Cuba Red was handed to Castro
appropriate time to touch on that subject.
as early as 1958 while he was
still hiding in the Sierra Maestra.
A young man's fancy is supposed to turn to love
There are among the docmuin the spring so Harding women haven't completely
mented disclosures of a new
abandoned hope. However, it's doubtful that warm
book "How the Kremlin Took
air will unfreeze the Harding male.
Cuba'," by Reader's Digest ediWhy Men Don't Date
tors James Monahan and KenThe Harding man paints a romantic picture of
neth Gilmore.
why he declines to date. He's too· busy with his
Reds Planned Seizure
studies, there's nothing to do around here, the
Standing out as the most startHarding woman isn't his type, etc., etc., etc. All this
ling aspect of the report is its
is a fancy cover up for the fact most of them are just
revelation of the calculated naplain scared!
ture of the Red seizure of every
And this coincides with material presented in
aspect of Cuban life. From religion to law, education to labor,
Sociology 255, more commonly know as Marriage and
journalism to business, infiltraThese sign language classes sure are coming in handy since our house director has threatened to
the Family. The American male and female are in
tion of Cuba's institutions by
dorm us for talking out the window to the boys.
·
the process of changing roles.
trained Communist agents was
It all began when the men recognized the female's
carefully planned and ruthlessly
equality. Now a large percentage of women work . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - O u r Man Scroggs--------------.
executed.
and help support their families thus taking away
Dr. Manuel Artime, one-time
the husband's status as breadwinner. Gradually the
close Castro associate, recalls a
male is becoming more domesticated and has less of
secret meeting of Cuba's top
By Larry Scroggs
planning council in 1959 at which
a voice in family affairs.
Castro joked about spending
And since most men grow up in an urban enpeople who come to Searcy for
nents, the school supplies, the
Four hundred thousand dollars!
enonnous amounts of money
vironment and are largely under the influence of Sounds like a lot of green stuff cleaning and laundry bills, the
events such as Lectureship or
and making great economic
women, some have advanced the theory that men doesn't it?
Freedom Forum?
magazines, the gasoline and othblunders.
are becoming more effeminate.
That's one estimate
of the
er "small' opportunities for trans"Let's not worry about money,
Presence Means Presents
Female More Agressive
amonunt of money H a r di n g
ferring his hard-earned or borthough," Castro reportedly laughThe
mere
presence
of
a
college
students spend in Searcy during
rowed funds to a businessman's
The female, on the other hand, exposed more to
ed. "When the treasury is empty,
contributes to a town's wellthe business world and engaged in the competition a year's time. Other estimates pocket.
we can always confiscate the
being
and
"well-heeling."
Hardof earning a living, is becoming aggressive. More and may not be quite that high, but
money in the banks."
Important To Searcy Economy
ing's presence could almost be
The cynical leader added:
more the roles are being reversed and the woman is the actual figure does border on
spelled
"presents."
Maybe
by
the
time
he
recalls
the unbelievable.
"Hunger will be the midwife
becoming the pursurer instead of the pursued.
But,
this
is
not
an
economy
those
real
splurges,
like
clothes,
Students Spend $300,000
attending the birth of a socialist
All of this bears light on the dating problem
lesson.
The
money
spent
in
Searauto
repairs,
corsages,
the
time
An advertising class survey a
at Harding. The Harding male is affected by the few years back showed that stu- he ate steak, the medical and cy by students usually brings state in Cuba!"
Cubans Go Hungry
changing role in that he is becoming more timid but dents contributed over $300,000 drug bills, books, records, the them as much satisfaction as
the seller receives.
portrait his best girl wanted
the Harding female hasn't developed enough agThe hunger started with land
to the Searcy economy.
The financial contributions that
or the traffic fine he so painfully
seizure - on May 17, 1959 "Nonsense," one says before he
gressiveness to take the initiative in dating.
students
make, though they are
parted
with,
he
begins
to
realize
It's obvious that there will be no more social starts to think over his own just how big a part he plays in great, are outweighed by other, when Castro signed the Agrarian
communication between the sexes unless the man modest, necessary expenditures. the overall-economy picture of more important contributions. As Reform Act. Ostensibly this called for every former tenant farAnd then he or she remembers
regains some of his so-called manliness. He could
one proprietor put it, "I'd rather
Searcy.
mer to have a minimum of 66
the cokes, the hamburgers, the
start developing a little backbone right now by pickhave the Harding kids at my
This kind of spending doesn't
acres.
movies, the haircuts, the permaing up the telephone and dialing Kendall Hall, Cathplace than anybody. They're nicby any chance go unnoticed.
Religion was attacked next,
er,
friendlier
and
more
consid"Harding
College
is
this
town's
cart or Patti Cobb.
Castro's open break with Caerate of my furnishings."
biggest industry," one businesstholocism came after the ArchAs long as Searcy r~lizes
man said. Almost all others agree.
bishop of Santiago warned in
what an important role Harding
There are some who don't see
May, 1960, that "the enemy
plays in its economy, and as long
any reason to try to attract
(communism) is already within
as students continue to make
student trade. They don't have
our gates!" Open warfare folgood impressions in sales and
to. They're already getting it!
lowed, in form of attacks on
manners, no ill will can arise.
But, these are the exceptions.
churches by militiamen, looting
For
what
merchant
can
be
bitter
Students alone supply a huge
of precious relics, profaning of
Harding students are fortunate to have at their
By Richard Hughes
when he hears the sweet music
boost to local economy. But what
altars, finally arrests of priests.
disposal such a well-equipped, well-staffed library
that his cash register makes?
about the faculty, the staff, the
There are so many keys t6
as Beaumont Memorial. It represents a small fortune
Take Kids Away
happiness that it is vain to speak
in valuable books and equipment. Yet inconsideration
Education's
turn was to come.
of a simple, single means to that
and failure to obey library rules detract from the poIn the fall of 1961 Cubans
end,
and
certainly
no
man
can
tential effectiveness of our library.
learned of a proposal to create
say that he has found "it".
The perennial rule of silence in a library is often
Child Centers for all children
Major Roles to Serenity
age
ten, then be sent completely
overlooked. Rule 3 in the Student Handbook says,
Dear
Editor:
veto
in
the
charter
there
would
A faith, a love, a dedication,
away from parental reach. The
"Be considerate of others by refraining from con- and a God-all these play major
Within twenty feet of my door
have been no U. N."
proposal never became law, posversation in all of the study areas of the building." roles in the general scheme that is a sign, "Get the U. S. out of
In other words neither the U.S.
sibly because of the public hysnor any other free nation would
Many students come to the library to study hoping leads to serenity. But though a the U. N. and the U. N. out of
teria.
submit itself to U. N. jurisdiction
to escape noise in the dorms, only to find the situa- man were to possess almost the U. S." And before me is
But education felt the Castro
tion almost as bad in the library. The library staff every trait that brings content- Maury Franks' article opposing . if the U. N. had a strong execu- imprint nonetheless. Student
the
United
Nations,
which
aptive
body.
ment,
he
would
not
be
totally
should not have to be a police force.
councils were organized, led by
peared in last week's Bison.
What About Veto
Some students dodge fines by taking books out happy until he had found the
communist-indoctrined teachers.
I think that it is time for us
truth Heinrich Heine surmised
But what does Franks say
of the library without checking them at the desk and when he said, "Laughter is to evaluate the U. N. in terms of
Red propaganda-lectures, films,
about the veto? It prevents any
field trips-were fed steadily to
returning them at their leisure, if at all. This is a wholesome.
the world we live in today.
"definite action." Possibly he
impressionable younsters. Promidishonest practice and one which is kin to theft.
God is not so dull as some
Is U. N. Undemocratic
would like to tell us through
scuity was encouraged.
Sometimes when we are inconvenienced by rules people make out. Did He not
Franks' thesis is that the U. N.
what means Israel's independEventually, the Castro regime
and time limits on reserve books, it is difficult to make the kitten to chase its
"is intrinsically incapable of
ence, the solution of the Suez
will go, but the problems it cremaintaining world freedom." His
realize that these regulations were .made in the in- tail?"
crisis, and many other situations
ated will remain. Dr. Jose IgThere was a time when I felt
first contention is that the U. N.
terest of 1200 students rather than just one. We
could have been handled effecnacio Rasco, a distringuished
that
the
way
to
quell
perplexing
is
undemocratic
since
the
Genmust remember that someone else may have that
tively apart from the U. N.
Cuban exile. sums them up this
The answers to these and other
same test tomorrow and they have an equal right problems was to brood over eral Assembly is.
way in the Digest article.
them, to think about them until
In the same way the United
questions are his responsibility if
to the use of the book.
"We know that our greatest
I had literally worn them out.
States Senate is undemocratic,
he is to sustain his position that
struggle only begins with the liLet us help maintain the standards of our liyet
I
need
not
mention
that
the
Emotions Are Contagious
the U. N. is "intrinsically" bad.
beration of Guba. We face enorbrary so that "the only rule is the Golden Rule."
Senate is but a part of the ConIt goes without saying that
But I was in error in two remous tasks in rebuilding, and-P.S.
gress. The Security Council corthere is much wrong with the U.
spects. First, happiness is conperhaps the greatest task of allresponds by the same analogy
N. I support constructive crititagious, but so is sadness. A
in rehabilitating a generation of
to the House of Representatives,
cism and improvement of it. But
man who can't smile because he
young Cubans whose minds have
in which the more populous
I stand opposed to criticism bashas problems on his mind can
been perverted by Communist
states receive more representaed on gross generalizations which
indoctrination."
ruin the day for everyone he
tion.
ignore the basic problems withmeets.
His second contention is that
in the status quo.
Secondly, one can waste so
the U. N. is unrepresentative., He
too conscientious. We would be
Sincerely,
much time brooding over mispoints out that the people of
very dissatisfied if our Bisons
Clark Johnson
fortunes that his ills, instead of
the Sino-Soviet Bloc are not
were not trying their best to
being solved, tend to become
. . .: · "Liberty is found in doing right."
Dear Editor:
represented, which is true but
win at all times.
even more complex. The knowThe purpose of this letter is to
irrelevant.
The indication here is that Miss
PRESS
ledge that he has blackened inprotest a statement that was
The governments of all memLaird is trying to say that Miss
stead
of
brightened
his
neighEditor .............. ....... .... ................. ...................... Marilyn Horvath
ber nations are represented
printed in the Feb. 7th issue of
Fry would go to any lengths to
bor's life and that problems
Assistant Editor . . . .. . ... . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . ............................. Phil Sturm
the Harding Bison.
equally in the General Assembly.
win; and as a personal friend
have grown worse instead of betBusiness Manager . . . ... . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . ........... ............ .. Larry Scroggs
In the account of women's
National Independence
of Miss Fry and of all the OEGES,
ter
merely
contributes
toward
Assistant ...................................... ........ .............. Peggy Baker
athletics by Marie Laird, it was
Since World War II, one third
I must say that this is just not
more unhappiness.
Sports Editor ..... ...... .... .... ... ....................... ....... Shannon Spears
stated that Karen Fry "was very
so.
of the world's people have passed
Laughter Is Solution
Photographer ... .... ... ......... .. .. .... ............... ........ .......... Chris Dean
conscientious, perhaps too confrom colonial status to national
Karen was at all times trying
News Writers .................. ...... Dennis Organ, Clark Johnston,
A far better solution to worscientious, about winning..." ·
independence forming 50 new
to win for OEGE but was trying
Marie Laird, Cliff Ganus Jr., Donna Chambers
ries is laughter. A man can make
On the surface this seems to
nations. Will these nations be
always to win fairly. This stateFeature Editor .. . . . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ....... ............ ... Martha Tooke
himself happy by just thinking
be a harmless statement since
engulfed by communism through
ment was not only an indictment
Feature Writers .. ........ .... ...... Salena Cogdell, Eileen Mazurin
himself into happiness,
and
conscientious means scrupulous
political subversion? I think that
against Miss Fry but against all
Society Editor .. ............ .. ... ................................. Linda Risinger
problems can be drowned, though
or honest. The very fact that
the General Assembly helps put
the OEGES and was unfair and
Cartoonist . . .... .... . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ........ .... .... ..... ... .. . Betty Tipton
not solved, by a good dousing of
Miss Laird considers Miss Fry
the real issues before these naout of place in the Bison.
cheerfulness.
"too conscientious" could be
tions.
Sincerely,
Official student weekly newspaper published during the
At
1 e a st, light-heartedness
worthy
of
note;
however,
all
who
His
third
contention
is
that
Tom
Kirk
regular academic year except holidays and four examination
doesn't make them bigger. The
know the circumstances which
since the U. N. is unrepresentaEditor's Note: The Bison ediweeks, by the students of Harding Co:Uege, Searcy, Arkansas.
prompted Miss Laird to include
man who can laugh when he
tive, it "breeds corruption." To
tors and sportswriter Marie Laird
All material is written and edited by students and should be
this in her article understand
sees the kitten chase its tail,
safeguard against world "tyranapologize for any misrepresentainterpreted accordingly.
though his mind is saturated
that this is not what she wished
ny," the executive branch - the
tion of her Feb. 7th column. It
Subscription price: $2 per year
with troubles, will soon find that
to convey.
Security Council - was made
was not our intention to damSingle copies lOc
No one could criticize a bas"laughter is indeed the best medweak by the veto. John, Foster
age the reputation of Karen Fry
.
.
,;
ketball player merely for being
icme.
Dulles has said, "Without the
or the OEGE Social Club.
Second class postage paid at Searcy, Arkansas.

1-tarding Students Bolster Searcy ~conomy

Failure To Obey Rules Detracts
From Effectiveness Of Library

Thoughts
For Today

Letters to the Editor

~
~

Growth of Harding Traceable to Development Office
By Salena Cogdell

More people at Harding should
be acquainted with the functions
of the development ofice, one of
the most progressive and indispensable departments in the college.
It is probable that the majority
of students are unaware of the
dynamic strides Harding is taking in the financial field due to
this vast development program.
Everett Anderson is head of
the office; Mrs. Hughes, Mrs.
Charles Thompson, and Johnnie
Faye Claude tend to secretarial
duties; Dr. Marvin Ashlock and
Omar Bixler are two essential
employees there also.
Development Office
When, why, and how did the
development ofice get its beginning? Harding College is 40
years old and thriving today; but
for the first fifteen years after
its founding, Harding College
simply existed and nothing more,
financially speaking.
At first, the top salary paid
any teacher was $65 a month.
In 1937, Dr. Benson came to
Harding and launched his Burn
the Mortgage at Harding College
Campaign. For twenty years
afterward, Dr. Benson was a onem.an development program; and
Harding emerged from an $80,000 state of indebtedness to its
present financial standing of
$13,000,000 in assets in addition
to a $13,000,000 endowment
fund.
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Wealthy Men Prove
Limitations of Money

of volunteer workers, who know
In 1923, eight of the world's
well both Harding College and most successful financiers met in
the persons they are contacting. Chicago. They were men who had
According to Anderson, the the secret of making money.
fact that Harding College gradu- They were:
ates over half the world's misThe president of the largest
sionaries, plus h u n d r e d s of independent steel company; the
preachers, persaudes many to prsident of the largest gas comgive. Also, Mr. Anderson has pany; the greatest wheat speculearned from experience that lit- lator; the president of the New
tle people make big gifts, as York Stock Exchange, a memmore than 50% of the contri- ber of the President's Cabinet,
butions come from people with the greatest "bear" in Wall
Estate Planning Program.
an income of less than $5000 a Street, the head of the world's
Another aspect of the developyear who send $10 or $20 month- greatest monopoly and the presiment program is the estate planly, as the case may be.
dent of the Bank of International
ning wills and trusts, thereby
Settlements.
leaving money for some permaHere is what happened to
nent good.
these men. The president of the
Development people often ob- Principals of "Martha"
largst indpendent steel company,
tain pecuniary gifts by convinc- Chosen by Erle Moore
Charles Schwab, died bankrupt,
ing these prospects that much
The principal characters of the living on borrowed money five
tax-money may be saved by
years before his death.
laying aside a trust fund for 1963 spring opera, "Martha,"
The president of the largest
Harding. Benefits from such have been chosen, according to
gas company, Howard Hopson,
Dr.
Erle
T.
Moore,
chairman
of
trust funds do not become apbecame insane. The greatest
parent until the benefactor dies. the music department.
wheat speculator, Arthur Cotton,
Cast in the leading female role,
Raising funds for capital is a
died abroad insolvent. The presithird part of the total develop- Lady Harriet Durham, is Jackie
dent of the New York Stock ExThayer,
and
in
the
leading
male
ment program. Harding's present
change, Richard Whitney, 'Was
2-million-dollar campaign is of role, Lionel, Richard Lawyer. sentenced to Sing Sing.
this type. One thousand persons Nancy will be portrayed by Sue
A member of the President's
so far have added to this fund, Gately, Plunkett will be played Cabinet, Albert Fall, was pardonand the tremendous effort put by Jerry Sullins and Sir Tristram ed from prison so he could die
forth by the faculty and staff by Jim Pebworth. The role of at home. The greatest "bear" on
of Harding College for this cause the sheriff has not yet been Wall Street, Jesse Livermore,
cast.
cannot be stressed too much.
committed suicide. The head of
Friedrich von Flotow's "Mar- the world's greatest monopoly,
This $2,000,000 will be attained mainly through the efforts tha," scheduled as a formal Ivar Krenger, committed suicide.
Lyceum, will be presented by The President of the Bank of
the music department May 11. International Settlements, Leon
Travelaires, Dr. Ganus
The same opera was produced on Frazier, committed suicide.
stage a decade ago in
Help Recruit Students Harding's
The remaining four committed
the spring of 1953.
suicide.
The
principals
are
now
reHarding's male quartet, the
" Travelaires," have been excep- hearsing five days each week.
tionally busy the past two weeks When the A Cappella Chorus re- Club Elects Officers
aiding the student recruitment turns from their spring tour, it
program.
will begin working on the opera.
Spring semester officers of the
The have sung at high schools
Press Club were named at a reLucille Ball and Frank Sinatra cent meeting.
in Swifton, Tuckerman, Grubbs,
Bald Knab, Hargburn, Murphys- are members of a small group of
Phil Sturm resides as president
burro, Delight and Nashville, Ar- California investors who have with Larry Scroggs serving under
kansas. Every Monday they visit purchased approximately 2,700 him as vice president. Martha
several different schools.
acres of real property in Coco- Tooke is secretary-treasurer and
Dr. Ganus visited Freed-Harde- nino County, Arizona.
Marilyn Horvath, reporter.
man College in Henderson, Tenn.
on Monday, Feb. 11th, to interest students to attend Harding.
Florsheim Shoes - City Club Shoes
He spoke in
chapel and held
interviews for the remammg
Wesboro - Young Men's Shoes
time he was there. This is an
annual trip for Dr. Ganus.
Famous VELVET STEPS and SHOW OFFS for Women
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HEUER'S Shoe Store
Shoe Box

Modern i
Barber Shop I

West ~ide Square -

STOP -

SHOP -

SAVE

with

STERLING STORES
"Be Thrifty"
Searcy's Leading Sc & $1.00
Shop in Modern Convenience

Smith-Vaughan
Hardware -

Furniture -

Housewares -

Welcome Students

Free Parking
311 E. Race
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CH 5-4611

BIG 19-INCH
GOLDEN CELEBRITY

ALL NAME BRANDS IN STERLING,
CRYSTAL AND CHINA
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS

PORTABLE TV!
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Repair of All Kinds
Ph. CH 5-2340
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comes in.
There are three main facets of
the development program. Firstly, the living endowment plan,
started last fall, is constructed
as a result of properly approaching and enlightening people who
arc in a position to contribute.
This phase of the work had already secured about two hundred regular donors who give an
average of $100 yearly.

Private Schools at Deficit
It is a fact that all private
schools operate at a deficit, as
tuition and fees do not suffice to
meet expenses. It is also a fact
that Harding outstrips most other
non-public institutions in overcoming this deficit.
For example, in comparing
Harding with other private colleges of the same status, 60c of
the Harding dollar stems from
tuition and fees and only 40c
from outside sources; whereas in
the case of these other colleges,
tuition and fees comprise only
30c of the dollar, and 70c must
be obtained from somewhere else.
Harding is ahead in this respect not because of better op- •:•lllllllllllllUllllllllllllUlllllHlllllCllllllllllllOllllllllllllE~
erators here than may be found
anywhere else, but because the
faculty and staff sacrifice and
could probably be earning at
least $100 more monthly elsewhere.
§
~
Now that the reader has an
~
8
a.m.
•
6
p.m.
Daily
~
idea of Harding's monetary status, the next concern is how the ~
Don Poole, Barber ~
c
afore-mentioned 40c is acquired.
This is where the development ~Jeff Wilkerson, Owner~
office, which is primarily occu- ~ Block North of Campus ~
pied with raising extra money, "
y

i
i•
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• ·TOP MOUNTED CO~"'TROl.S for easy use
• Built-in adjm&able telescoping monopole
antenna
• Automatic brightness, contrut control
• Full power transfonner for reliable. consistent performanc.e.

LIMITED .TIME SPECIAL!
$7.48 A Month
$17.05 Down

GtEN REEDER'S
BARGAIN CENTER
"THE HOUSE OF SOUND"
Next To Carder Buick

Highway 67 E.
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Clubs Elect Officers;
Plan Banquets, Outings

rso-eIAL-·-Ae~iv·1criBs·-i

Kappa Delta Has Valentine Banquet

The Zeta Rho social club met
"Valentines" was the theme of Lynn Nelson; Betty and James
recently to elect officers for the the Kappa Delta banquet held Ruble; Neva and Wayne Gither;
spring semester.
Feb. 4th at Kelly's Restaurant. Judy Frazier; Sandy Henry and
The after-dinner speech was Carolyn Hugg.
New officers are Leah Gentry,
I
•
SALENA COGDELL, Society Editor
~ president; Countess McNeil, vice given by Jack Ryan and enterOther were Rayma Bailey,
president; Myra Cope, secretary tainment was provided by the Terry Smith; Clara Morgan,
+-1U1-11a-nu-im-n11-1111-11n-1111-im-w1-iu1-111-1111-.._.m1-1t11-11J1-1M1- M11- 1 1n- m 1 -111-un- 1 1 n - nn-11n-n11-11u-1111-1111-1111-1111-•11-•+
Dwayne Van Rheenan; Madeline
and Carol Humphrey, treasurer. ''Impressionists.''
Those who attended were Pat Campbell, Johnny Jones; Sue
Appointed· officers are Marilyn
Salena on society
and Don Bowman; Evelyn and Morris, Mike Eldridge; Brenda
Cobb, reporter.
Penn, Steve Smith; Patsy Smith,
Plans were made for the anDwight Robb; Jean Southard,
nual banquet scheduled for Feb.
Lovard Peacock.
2'3.
whispered about and thought ec- charm bracelet. Short skirts, raBy Salena Cogdell
Lillian Stewart, Lester Risner;
centric.
coon-collared coats, huge purses,
Marlyn Stewart, Ken Phillips;
The majority of Harding ColMany times, visitors on the and pointed-toed 'sneakers" are
The Las Companeras social
Ann Whidden, Bill Barden; Peglege co-eds portray that "typi- campus have remarked about the sold by the millions too.
club had a bunking party at the
gy Gartman, Jerry McCaghren;
cal American girl" look in their stereo-typed impression they get
As women's fashions today dis- home of Mrs. William Earnhart,
Marian Russell, Ken Spillman;
fashion styles and grooming.
The Kappa Phis and their dates Nancy Rector, Ronnie Smith;
of all our girls, although this play the admirable American club sponsor, Feb. 3rd.
Since most Americans are just would probably be the case at qualities of neatness, comfort,
enjoyed
a
Valentine
banquet
Club members planned the
Marti Nichols, David Wilcox;
naturally carefree and comfort- any other college in America too; and gay animation, are the as- spring banquet and outing. They Friday night, Feb. 8th at Kelly's
Doris Morris and Jim Stanley.
loving folks at heart, it is not For instance, the teased hair in pects of extreme conformity also made signs for their doors. Grill.
Guests of the club were Mr.
surprising that these traits char- a bubble cut is the hair-do worn and lack of individuality which
Those attending were Beth and Mrs. Jack Ryan; Mr. and
Officers for the spring semester Smith-Lance Haines; Sue Jackacterize the appearance of our by a great many girls on campus. are exhibited in our attire outare Linda Murphy, president; son-Lewis Moore; Salena Cogdell- Mrs. Bob Gilliam and Impresyoung women today.
In the line of jewelry, hardly ward expressions of contemporaEvelyn Rickett, vice president; Jim Hyde; Avayd Bai-rett-Ralph sionist members Ben Stewart,
Coeds Strive for Casual Look
a lass could be found who does- ry American thought and behavWinnie Sherrod, secretary; Ann McCluggage; Beverly Beard-Jim Sue Gately and Cathy Patella.
Most college women strive for n't possess a circle pin and a ior also?
Haynes, treasurer; Donna Cham- De Vor; Clara Kerr-David Hudthe fresh, casual, vivacious look,
bers, reporter; Cora Sue Harris, dleston; Carol Starr-R i ch a r d
which is very hard to maintain
historian and Brenda Thomas, Weitkamp, Ann Gaskill and Fred- Harding Buys Building
throughout the usual hectic
inter-club council representative-. dy Roberts.
On Lease-Back Deal
school day of rushing madly to
Others were Martha Tookeand from classes and accomplishHarding College r e c e n t 1 y
The Mohican social club held Henley; Don Samanie, Karen
The Reginas met shortly after Dee Colvett; Susan Simmons-Jim
ing one million other tasks beits annual banquet shortly before Hardy; Don Shelby and Sandy exam week and tried out Searcy's Stanley; Kaye Mobly-Ron Wil- bought a downtown Memphis
tween classes.
new roller rink before a slumber son; Mary Woolard-Larry-Yurcho; department store for approxiIt may be remembered that finals at Anderson's Grill in Fields.
Terry
Smith,
Rayma
Bailey;
Beebe,
Ark.
party at the home of club spon- Mary Pursley-Jim Woods; Jennie mately one million dollars in a
not too long ai;;·o, she who wore
Flessner-Bill Short; Phyllis Fowl- lease-back deal.
pale white lipstick, a shivering
Guests of the club included Larry Taylor, Sandy Childers; sor, Bessie Mae Pryor.
Harding immediately leased the
chemise, and a sleek headache Mohican princess Dorothy Christ- David Taylor, Carolyn Johnson;
Plans for a March banquet er-Wheeler Pounds.
Suanne and Charles Walker; building back to the Sam Shainband across her forehead was mas, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hels- Sonny Todd, Dorothy Christmas; were discussed.
berg Company to be used as one
really in vogue. The beatnik ton, Mr. and Mrs. Ken Perrin, Norman Tubb, Betty Garretson;
Officers for the spring semes- Margaret and Wilfred Bonnell;
craze, when women tried to look Mr. and Mrs. John Prock and Dwayne Van Rheenan, Doris Mor- ter are Linda Risinger, president; Betty Ely-Del Brock; Synette of the Shainberg Department
like walking corpses, is not too former Big Chiefs' Dean Priest ris; Leighton Waters, Gail Wright; Jan Wright, vice president; La- Hubbard-David Simpson; Millie Stores.
The money freed by the sale
far back in the past either. For- and Mrs. Priest and Pete Wil- Mike Waters, Tommie Jones; tina Dykes, secretary; Sandy Cannon-Dan Puckett and Mr. and
Carlos Welch, Anita Green; Ralph
of the building will be used for
tunately, the trend in fashion to- liams and Mrs. Williams.
Mills, treasurer; Mary Ethel Mrs. Kenneth Perrin, sponsors.
White,
Bonita
Cantrell;
Ron
Synette Hubbard provided very expansion of the group of Shainday is a combination of neatness
Entertainment was provided by Wiltse, Sandy Herndon and Ar- Bales, reporter; Julia Williams,
and comfort.
the Impressionists a four-piece nold Winter, Sandy Stone.
parlimentarian and Pris Baker, excellent entertainment in keep- berg Stores, which now number
ing with the Valentine theme.
57.
Trend Is Dress Alike
group made up of Sue Gately,
historian.
Not too much may be said for Kathy Patella, Ben Stewart and
'ft•-••-•-1111-11a-1t11-a11-111-1111-•m-u11-1111-111-uu-11u-uu-oo-u11-11.1-1111-1111-111-+
The
Beta
Tau
Gamma
social
the individuality of women's Ralph Rich.
Twenty-Nine Students
club held a combination dinnerstyles today though. It is just
Members attending and their Attend Mission Meeting Valentine party for their club·
not "the thing" to dress a little
guests were Henry Arnett, MarTwenty-nine students recently beau, Lee Goatley. Lee enjoyed
differently from everybody else,
tha Nelson; Winston Chandler, attended the first meeting of the homemade cake with ice cream
unless one doesn't mind being Sharon Burrris; Mike Eldrige,
European mission club since the and was presented a decorated
Also Spaghetti and Ravioli
Sue Morris; Jim Forsee, Sue Bix- beginning of the semester.
box containing valentines from
ler; Larry Green, Margo Burt;
The meeting was held in the each of the club members.
I
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Green; home of Miss Irene Johnson, hisCharles Hendrix and Sharon tory professor. Tom Blak€ was in
Shiver.
charge of the devotional.
Phone CH 5-9789 For Orders To Go
I
Others were Eugene Houts,
Ferrell Till, former missionary
I
June Dixon; Morgan Outlaw, to France, discussed the religious
"The Old South" was the Judy Elliot; Bill Pearcy, Mary
background, economic status and
theme of this year's Pioneer ban- Ellen Baskin; Bob Pearcy, Cathy
social customs of that country.
quet held February 2.
+ - 111- 1111 1111- 1111 1•-•n-1111-•1n-m1-tH1-r1n-1111-•n-n11-1111-111-an-1t11-111-aa-1111--•+
Patella, Ed Ricks, Mary Ooley; After his report, Till answered
The members and their dates Ronnie Robertson, Barbara John- questions pertaining to his work
that attended are Harry Wester- son; Larry Ruckman, Martha
in France.
holm, Marcia Sorenson; Johnny
Westerholm, Janie Miller; Frank + 1 1 -w - m1 -nu - 1 1 1 - u u -1111- m1-11u - w1 -1111 -1111- 111 - 1n1 - u11 - u11 - 11u - 111 - m1 - 1111 - 1111- u11 - +
Dalton, Shelia Frazier; Berkley
HAY, FOLKS!
Hackett, Betty Work; Larry
Scroggs, Paula Peacock; John C.
Try The
Sunderland, Patsy Smith.
Wet Wash
Others are F. J. Thomas, Carolyn Sunderland; Bob Baucom,
Kerry Hardcastle; Lester Risner,
I
Kay Harvester; Jerry McCaghren, I
Fluff Dry
for
Peggy Gartman; Ray Dearin,
Sharon Shipman; David Clinger, j • Charcoal Burgers • Thick Shakes • Fast Service
j
Jackie Mahan; Tony Webburg,
Clara Morgan.
j
MEET ME AT THE BARN!
j
SEARCY, ARKANSAS
John Torrice, Bonnie Cantrell;
Finished
Highway 67 East
Ernest Roy, Danna Rowland;
Richard Crispell, Barbara Huff; +-•111-m1-1111-1111-w1-u11-1111-m1- w1- un- m1- w1- 1n1- 1111-11u- 1111- u11 -1111- vn- u11- nn - 11 +
Sin Ho Kim, Christine Holloway;
Fritz Petrich, Francis Mayer;
Cleaning
Gary Heath, Kay Chester; Tom
COMPLETE FACILITIES
Blake, Ruby Peterson; Ken Johnson, Sandra Ward; Rob Barber,
FOR
Ann Gaskell; Jam es Barnes, Carol
YOUR SPRING PARTIES
Gansner; Mr. and Mrs. Bill BilPressing
TO A 1000 AND ONE WOMEN!
lington; Mr. and Mrs. Bob Helsten and Mr. and Mrs. Bob Gil.
. .
. • AMERICA~ INTERNATIONAL pr•...,nls ·
"•
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College. Girl Strives for Fresh American Girl Look

Kappa Phis Host
Seasonal Banquet

Mohican Banquet Held at Andersons

I
i

I

'Old South' Theme
Of Pioneer Party

i
i

PIZZA
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Love Bright Diamond Rings
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The Registered Diamonds That Assure You of
Permanent Value Always.
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and International
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China by Lenox and Syracuse
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Two Watch Repairmen for the Finest in Jewelry and I
ii
Watch Repair
I
201 West Arch

Southwest Corner of
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Bison reporter along

)ince Olden Days Harding Students Temporarily Abandon Comforts

The present student body has
eard much about the condi~ion
f the Harding campus and the
"l.cilities available during the earGroup Collects Bats
Editor's note: In the followagreed with him and someone
Y history of the school, but what
ing article Bison reporter
One group collected bats for then suggested that the caving
bout t he rules and regulations
Jim Worsham narrates a
biological study, carefully han- expedition be concluded there.
Iar din~ students had to meet?
caving expedition recently
dling them with thick gloves to Thus began the long trip to the
Do Right or Go Home
made by Harding students.
To find this information, a
prevent a possible rabies infec- surface.
Worsham is a member of the
As they were already cold and
'.939-40 Harding College catalog
tion. The other group set out to
vas secured. Discipline in those
Speleological Society, an orclimb the steep mud incline at wet, the cavers no longer sought
fays was said to "appeal to the
ganization designed for the
the shallow parts of the stream
the opposite end of the room.
study and mapping of caves.
\ earts and consciences of our
This climbing proved to be but instead chose the faster path
>tudents and depends much upon
more than was bargained for. down the middle of the passage.
Bible study and teaching." They
"Let's go caving Tuesday All hand holds were somewhat
Thoughts of the ice at the eninsisted that the student do right night."
hardened mud and were most trance and the distance to the
and if he or she didn't they told
"That's crazy! And the weath- fragile. To add to this difficulty car did not bring pleasant mem\ im or her to go home. Sound I er like ~his? Besides I haven't the whole area was coated with ories to the minds of the cold,
familiar ?
got the time and ........ when do we a mud of thinner consistency. water-logged cavers. When the
The social requirements dif- leave?"
One slip would send the climber entrance was reached, they venfered from present standards in
Such was the typical conversa- o;liding to bottom and a pool of tured forth into outer darkness
'i few r egards.
tion of the six Harding students cold, clear cave water. Progress with little hesitation and with
The students were urged to recently asked to go cave ex- oould only be made by edging much gnashing of teeth.
·
please room in faciliities provid- ploring. But there was no hesita- upward on the stomach for
ed rather than in off-campus ac- t ion last Tuesday night when crreater body friction. No holds
McGaughy Is Speaker
commodations. A rule had to be Mike Canoy, Jim Worsham, Dan were barred.
i enforeed
that demanded that Puckett, Joe Oliver and Zane , With this exploration of the Here At Bible Seminar
dorms be filled before off-campus Reeves set out to explore a cave <>lope finished, the two groups
C. E. McGaughey was the feahousing could be used.
in Northern Arkansas.
ioined and moved to another
Although the discomforts and ryart of the cave. There they tured speaker at the Harding ColAllowance For Young Men
An allowance was also made ':!.angers of cave exploring or found the thing dreaded most lege Bible Seminar which ends
in the 1939-40 school year for "spelunking" are to be expected, by all warm-blooded cavers--a today. The seminar was centered
around the theme, "The Evangethe custom of "worthy young 'hose who enjoy the sport are water passage.
list in Gospel Meeting Work."
men," who weren't member~ of loyal to it and always ready to
The beauty of the formations
This was the third in a series
"Here's my heart" Dee Colvett says to Martha Tooke as he
the student body, to enter mto go.
and crystals on the walls as weJJ
of four Bible seminars conducted
gets into the valentine spirit.
the social life of the college. This
<ts the promise that the water
Cavers Load Into Volvo
at Harding this year. George
young man must be properly inwas not too deep was enough ·Gurganus. a member of the fatroduced to the matron and acto
lure
them
onward.
Despite the fact that the cavculty at Harding Graduate School
companied by a letter of recom- ers and all their equipment had
Cold Water Shocking
of Bible and Religion in Memmendation from the minister of t o crowd into a compact Volvo,
The shock of the cold water
the church he regularly attended. the group left in high spirits. was not too noticable to those phis, will be the speaker at the
fourth seminar. Scheduled for
If his moral standards were aPAfter reaching the cave site, who wore boots, but is was well- April 8-10, it will emphasize misproved by the matron, he pledged
By Fritz Petrich
every foul cometh ther to chese himself to obey all social regula- ·each one found his equipment known when those who wore sion work.
1.nd "geared up." This had to be tennis shoes first steoped into
McGaughey is the former minihis mate."
tions of the school and was adToday is Valentine's Day, a
done as fast and as efficiently as the icy stream. After his screams ster of McGregor Park Church of
mitted
to
his
chosen
social
circle.
Romantic
Beginnings
time when the bashful little girls
died down to occasional moans, Christ in Houston, Tex. He is
A matter that was severly possible as the temperature was
and boys and also bashful big
On the eve of this day, Feb. dealt with was secret marriages. well below freezing. The cold was Joie stoically waded onward, com- now engaged in full-time Gospel
girls and boys are able to pay 14, young people of both sexes
further emphasized by the mas- forting himself that this, per- meeting work.
their respects to their secret met, and each of them drew one Then, like today, the newly mar- sive formations of ice at the en- haps, was his long sought-after
+•--•---•-•-•-•-•-•-r+
loves without letting them know. from a number of names of the ried couple would have automati- trance of the cavern. Some were cure for athlete's foot.
cally severed their relations with
At the end of the water passThe procedure involved in this other sex. Thus each lady had the college when they assumed three feet tall but close study of
is simple. One purchases a card a gentleman for a secret Valen- the title of man and wife. But in them was passed up in hopes age was a formation of great f
with a meaningful saying on it tine, and each gentleman had a 1939 the student-preacher who of finding warmth in the depths beauty. The huge stone drapery I
I
I
was only a fraction of an inch I
and sends it anonymously to lady for a secret Valentine. Judg- performed the ceremony would of the cave.
the person to whom he wishes to ing from the mistakes made in be similarly dealt with.
The
first passage led to a thick and was beautifully hued.
End of Expedition
expound his feelings. Some might today's world, perhaps that's not
huge
room
some two hundred
Tobacco Tabooed
After admiring this wonder of
carry the thought, "if you won't a bad idea for selecting a future
Any form of tobacco was con- feet in length with a ceiling of
be my valentine, how about lett- niate.
• sidered as being detrimental to about seventy-five feet. As the the underground, someone suging me know about one of your
By tracing some of the historic the user's well-being and was, air in this room was unchilled gested that he was not getting
friends who would be interest- and beautiful things which have therefore, discouraged in every by the outside weather, the tem- any warmer as he was standing I
Steam Cleaning
ed."
occurred on Valentine's Day, it way. The catalog reports, "We perature was in the mid-fifties in the cold stream with the water level up to · his waist. All
becomes questionable whether have deep interest in those who and encouraged exploration.
Front End Alignment
Colorful History
the day is truly symbolic of love have acquired the habit of using r•-111-1ia-ia1-1111-111-m1-011-1*-"_"'_"'_1111_,. _ _ _
Wheel Balancing
The history behind Valentine's and devotion.
tobacco and desire only to help
Day is colorful. Back in the days
them quit the habit."
Motor Tune-Up
Day of disasters
of the Christian persecution of
But it was also added that if
Claudius II, in 240 B. C., two
TV Stamps
First, Claudius in 240 put to they persisted in using it they
monks by the name of Valentine death the monk Valentine. Valen- should use it under cover so as
were put to death because o! tine was a devout Christian. Se- not to influence others. No menHave You Seen The Clothes At
j 1 Across from Rendezvous
their Christian beliefs.
cond, on this day, several de- tion was made about women who II
I
Al though this has nothing to cades ago, Al Capone decided to had acquired the "habit."
Holidays in 1939 were as weldo with the holiday as we know have a Valentine party in one of
it, the day did get its name his beer factories for his cross- corned as they are now. And likeCome In And Look
olo•-•- 111- • - • -.. - ..
from the saints because of the town rivals. The party ended in wise, then as now, no student
love they supposedly bore for a big bang (in fact several of was permitted to leave for a
them).
weekend until he had written
the Saviour.
1207 E. Race
j
NOW OPEN
~
I
Third, today is the day that permission from home.
Ho~ did Valentine's Day beI
I
But, unlike our present regu- + -•11-111-1111-un-1111-1t1-111-Kn-111-1111-1111-11i-M1t-nn-m1-•---•-•-111-1111-•+
come associated with romance? Southern State and Harding will
A medieval belief has it that at play havoc with the other and lations, even excused absences
111
the start of the second fortnight cause sheer destruction. With all were not excused and were t•-mi-1U1-u-111-m1-•-a-1111-111-•--n1-t11-•-•-•-•-•--11n- -f
love,
it
is
hoped
that
it
is
Harcounted
with
other
unexcused
abof the second month, the birds
began to mate. Chaucer later ding who showers destruction on sences in lowering the student's
Spring is Just Around the Corner grades, deducting from credits, or
put this into very quaint words Southern.
Now, for all little boys and excluding him from certain coursWhy Not Get Ready with a Cold Wave
which labeled the day.
i
In his poem "Parlement les girls who haven't sent your lat- es.
I
Exams
and
Grading
At a 20
Reduction Through February
Foules" he writes, "For this was est love a token of recognition of
J
A subject of dire concern was
JAMES
WYATT,
Owner
I
on Seynt Valentine's Day, when this fact, Fie, Fie!
I
I
examinations and grading. Exams
I
were given regularly at the close
of each term and during the term
at the discretion of the instructor.
If a student missed a test for
any reason he could secure a
special examination by applying
to the dean and paying the inTIME: Anytime By Appointment
structor a special 50c fee. Grade
reports were sent home to the
Call CH 5-4129
student's parents or guardian at
the end of each term. The inListen to our Radio Program on KWCB 4:45 p.m. Thur.
structor also had the privilege of
1200 E. Market Ave.
l Block North of Academy
contacting the parents if he felt
that the student was doing poor- .
l
ly.
+-•n-•1-1111-111-11.11-1111-~111-A-111-u-11-m1-J111-•-•-•--•- 111 -•-•+

To Journey Into Watery Heart of Arkansas Cave

Valentine's Day Dates Back
To Persecution of Christians
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WELCOME

Place: My Fa?r Lady
Hair Styling Center
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Barber Shop
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Harding College

Students and Faculty

See The Complete New Line of 63 Fords

Have A Party
Bring us your Repair Work,

(In Your Own Room. And Make Sure You Have Tasty Refreshments Like Our

Regardless of Make or Model

Famous Big Burgers, Cheeseburgers, Malts, Shakes and
SPECIAL 6 Hamburgers for $1.00)

Your Ford Dealer

WHITE COUNTY MOTOR CO.
THE HOME OF THE TRADING POST

Bill's Frozen Delight
We Will Deliver Orders of at Least $2.00
To Students, Anytime Between 7 and I I p.m.
CALL CH 5-9625
Remember, After Study, Game or Show, Bill is Still Ready to Go!

"But dear, if cooked any
better, you'd never take me
out to White House Cafe
for dinner!"
You may love the
cooking
Of your wife
But 'variety is the
Spice of life'!
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THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

"EXTRA"

Feb. 14, 1963

One of the highlights of the
intramural season, the Bison All
Star Game has been set for
March 7.
In this game, a pre-selection of
stars is made by the team captains with the Bison Sports Staff
making the final selections.
The game should be an exciting one, as the best of an
out-standing group will be participating. This game has de'veloped into a rivalry and always provides a fitting clime.x
for the basketball season.

Bisons Su ff er Defeat

By Little Rock Troians
With stocky guard Freddy
Eastin leading the way, the Little
Rock University Trojans edged
out the Bisons 68-65 in Little
Rock Monday night and handed
the luckless herd their eleventh
loss of the year.
Watson Holds Branscum
Cleve Branscum, former Ozark
star and now LRU's big point
maker, had a rough time trying
to score against Harding's Tom
Watson and totaled only seven
points for the night, but Eastin
took up the slack for the Trojans
as he dropped in 21 points, mostly on iong jumpers. Branscum's
previous low for the year was
19.
Vernon Rogers, the Bisons'
high scoring post man, and David
Simpson kept the game close
most of the way, but toward the
end the hustling Trojans stretched the lead to as much as ten
points.
Bisons Take Lead
The Bisons jumped into the
lead early in the game, but the
Trojans went ahead at 7-6 and
lead the rest of the way. Rogers
dumped in 24 for Harding and
Simpson added 14, but it just
wasn't ennough as the Trojans
spread their scoring over the
whole squad.
Harding, holding a considerable
height advantage over the Trojans, could have controlled the
game if they had hit from the
front. The Bisons swept the
boards behind the rebounding of
Larry Brakefield (10) and Rogers
(9). Watson and Ernie Patton
each added counters.
Meet Muleriders Tonight
Tonight the Bisons take on

winless Southern State at home
and tomorrow meet Arkansas
Tech in Russellville. Harding has
posted a 7-11 season record and
needs a win tonight to stay in the
race for a position in the coming
NAIA playoffs in Pine Bluff.

Bisons Lose Twice
To College Scots
By Shannon Spears
Saturday night the Bisons lost
their second game of the year
to the Arkansas College Scots
68-58.
Lavaughn Robertson, the Scots
big gun and the
s e c o n d leading
scorer in the AIC
behind Tech' s
Kenny Saylors,
proved too much
for the Bisons as
he poured in 30 points to lead
all scorers.
The Scots, leading 33-31 at the
half, hit eight straight shots after
the intermission while the Bisons
could only sink one during the
same period.
Harding, although cold from
the field, had a hot night from
the free throw line, hitting on
24 of 27 attempts. Arkansas College could connect on only 10
of 18. The Scots, however hit
29 out of 51 attempts from the
field while Harding could sink
only 17 of the same number
Vernon Rogers and Tom Watson paced the Bisons' scoring
with 14 and 10 respectively.

By Marie Laird

The most unusual game of the
week in the women's club competition was the game between
OEGE and Kappa De)ta.
Kappa Delta fought a hard
fight and was beaten only 29
to 21, which is pretty
good
against the hard-fighting OEGE
team.
The unusual aspect of the
game was the large number of
fouls received which were 27
altogether. For Kappa Delta,
Jean Southard scored all the 21
points for her team.
In the other games Judy Doty
scored 41 points for MEA to
whip Tri Kappa 52-14. Phi Delta
beat LC 30 to 11; Gata 19, Omega Phi 9; Delta Chi 23, JuGoJu
15; TAG 16, Go Jo Kai 12; and
Kappa Phi 27, Tofebt 16.
It seems that all the clubs
have a hard time getting referees
to call their games. This is because only a small number of
women are eligible to referee.

Christianity and Athletics
Editor's Note: This is a reprint of an article written by
Milo Hadwin, former Harding
intramural sports champion.
By Milo Hadwin
It may seem strange to relate
athletics to Christianity, yet
when considering the nature of
Christianity it can be seen that
everything the Christian does
must be related to his purpose
in life.
This purpose is expressed many
ways in the Bible, but it may
be summed up in the idea that
we must serve God in the most
effective way of which we are
capable. Our time, talents and
activities must all be channeled
with this in mind.

Athletic Program
It seems well then to give some
thought to the ways the athletic
program at Harding may be used
or misused.
Some students make athletics
the focal point of their lives. They
live, eat and sleep athletics. To
them, the seasons of the year
are not summer, autumn, winter
and spring, but baseball, football,
basketball and track.
The bull sessions are more
likely to revolve around the topic
of the strength of their basketball team rather than the

strength of the church. The concern in such a case is whether
or not Christ is in the center of
their lives.
"'
This problem indicates the
proper relatio·n ship of athletics
to Christianity. Athletics must be
regarded as a means to an end
This form of activity can be justified only as it helps us in serving
God. There are several ways in
which this can result.
Service to God is something
limited by the physical condition
of the body. It is only right that
we should care for our bodies so
that we can present them living
sacrifices unto God.
The athletic program serves as
a recreative agency. When the
mind wearies of study, physical
activity provides a relief and
allows a recharging of the faculties.
A final way that we would
suggest in which athletics may
be properly used is in providing
occupational opportunities such
as coaching o r
professional
sports. In these fields are limitless opportunities for helping
young people.
As the new semester begins
let us set our minds on our ultimate goal in life and then choose
and use all of o~r activities as a
means to the attainment of this
goal.

It is impossible to call everything that should be called in
the basketball games. But the
women who do referee try their
best to catch everything, and
they deserve some respect and
consideration from the players
and the spectators. The referees
have a difficult job without ridicule and "smart remarks" received from players and spectators who disagree with them.

East End
Barber Shop
Joe Cunningham
Raymond Hill
1515 E. Race St.
Across from
City Tire Service

Talkington
Gulf Station
South Main
and Park Ave
GULF PRODUCTS
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We Specialize
in Individual
Hair Styling

Field Narrows In League Basketball Races
By Jim Angel
The race for the championship
of the Big Ten Conference narrowed to two teams as the mighty Buckeyes continued their
league dominance with a 42 to
32 decision over the Hoosiers.
This was the seventh straight
victory for the Buckeyes. Norman
Preston took scoring honors with
15 points. Jim Pratt led the
Hoosiers with nine points.
The Badgers won a close decision over the Gophers, 54 to
49. This gives the Badgers a 7-1
record and a chance to win the
championship should the Buckeyes falter. With only three
scheduled games remaining, each
team will be battling for the
playoff.
Southwest
Three teams are still fighting
for the championship of the
Southwest League to determine
who will meet the winner of
the Big Ten for the school championship.
The Aggies, Longhorns and
Porkers each have a chance to
win the title, as only one game
separates the teams. Spectators
can look for some fast action and
hustling as this race goes to the
wire.
The Aggies beat the Longhorns
55 to 46. Bill Farris hit for 16
points, while teammates Duke
J ennings and Joe Bradburn collected 14 each for the winning
Aggies. Paul Touchton scored 14
points in the losing effort.
The Porkers outlasted the
Frogs for a close 52 to 51 victory.
James Ruble led the Porker attack with 19 tallies.
Minor League
The Minor League race tightened as the league-leading Bulldogs were stampeded by the Buffaloes for a 46 to 31 loss.
This loss enabled the Gators to
move closer, as they defeated
the Falcons, 51 to 36. Larry Davis
hit for 17 points, 13 coming in
the last quarter, for this important victory.
The Webfeet maintained the

pace by mauling the Tigers 54
to 28 . . Stennis Johnson zeroed
in and collected 30 points for
the winning Webfeet. Tony Webb
hit for 17 points in a losing
cause.
In other games, the Trojans
eked by the Bears 38 to 317. Larry Ruckman paved the victory
with 14 points and Elliot Tyler
hit 14 points for the Bears.
The Huskies trounced the
Mules for a lopsided 50 to 16
win. Cliff Bennett scored 31
points for the victors.

and ability to hit from the freethrow
line enabled T.N.T. to
gain this victory and move a
step closer to the small club
championship.
David Fouse paced T.N.T. with
18 points, while the spectacular
Jim Landers hit for 30 of T .A.G.'s
34 points.
In other games, A.E.X. slammed Koinonia 58 to 28. Jerome
Prince led the balanced scoring
attack of A.E.X. with 12 points.
Don Bowman had 8 for Koinonia.
The Pioneers stopped an outmanned, but determined Frater
Club Basketball
team for a 43 to 31 victory. Tom
In an overtime thriller, Sub
Finley led Pioneer with 11 tallies
T-16 swept past Sigma Tau 49
and Selvidge of the Fraters hit
to 43. Sub T trailed most of the
14 in a losing effort.
game until Wilt Martin rallied to
put his club ahead for the first I
time 42 to 40 with 20 seconds
remaining on the clock. Sigma
Tau's Johnny Toms then dribbled
down the court and sank a
BE
25-foot set shot just as the buzzer sounded and sent the game
into overtime.
WELL BARBERED
Martin began the overtime
with two driving lay-ups and
Sigma Tau could not recover.
He led all scorers with 21 points
and Danny Bateman led Sigma
Tau with 14 po·i nts.
Alpha Phi Kappa established
themselves as the favorites in
the large club division with a 52
to 29 victory over the Mohicans.
310 N. Spring
A .P.K. showed their superiority
on the boards with Tom Bridges
Julian
and Ray Phillips doing the honOde
ors. Tom led the balanced scoring attack with 12 tallies. Ron
Thompson scored 18 points for
the Mohicans .
In the small club division,
T.N.T. continued their winning
streak with a 45 to 34 victory
over T.A.G. Their stalling tactics
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Central
Barber Shop

ALL
SOCIAL CLUBS
See Herman West
for your printing
needs .. .

CITY TIRE SERVICE
Recapping -

Retreading -

Vulcanizing
895 S. Main

Call CH 5-4620

Bids
• Invitations
• Ribbons
• Envelopes
• Letterheads
• Programs
•
• Notice Cards
Wedding Invitations
and Photographs

HART

Banquet Photographs

COMPLETE

AUTO SERVICE
Allwyn Hart
Arnold Brooks
"Red" Fairfield
Leo Balentine
We Specialize in Automatic Tranmissions
Dynalflo - fQrdomatic
CHRYSLER PRODUCTS
3061/2 S Main
Phone CH 5-3221

Harding College
PRESS
Herman West, Mgr.
(on the campus)
1213 E. Center
Phone CH 5-4431
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take a break ••• things go better with Coke
•

611 E. CENTER

THI: COCA • COL.A COM,AHY.

botany ••• monotony
notes••• quotes••• trig
••• dig... review••• stew
fuss...discuss...cram
exam •••wow•••whew
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For Appointment

CALL CH 5-2184

or
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Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by:
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Searcy, Arkansas

